
From: C Simpson [mailto: 
Sent: Sunday, 15 June 2008 2:54 PM 
To: Adjudication 
Subject: Ebay Revoke Notifications 

Dear SirIMadam 

I have read the eBay notification and their submissions to the ACCC about exclusive 
dealing. I have also read many submissions against the proposed conduct and the 
ACCC's draft notice of revocation. 

I agree with the ACCC's draft notice as I believe eBay's proposed conduct would 
decrease competition and not have an overall public benefit. Australia is about 
freedom of choice for our consumers and limiting their right to use their choice is 
only restricting buyers ability to want buy. Paypal should only be a choice between 
sellers and buyers to how they see fit for their choice to buy and sell, along with direct 
bank deposit and other third party payment systems such as Paymate, bank cheques 
and other forms of payment. 

I have been a member on ebay since 2005 and have only ever really used bank deposit 
for most of my buying transactions as its what I choose to use - I will only continue to 
buy and sell on ebay so long as I do not have to offer Paypal only as a payment 
transaction option or forced to pay via paypal only. 

If I choose to sell on ebay and accept direct deposit and other fair safe payment 
systems and a buyer wishes to accept my payment terms, then it is no one elses 
business apart from the buyer and seller. Ebay are only providng the venue for the 
sale to take place and are in no way, shape or form involved in my saleltransaction - 
this has been the terms since I joined ebay in 2005. 

I would appreciate you taking into account my additional comments in this email and 
thank you for your valued consideration of the matter and eventually to revoke 
immunity for ebay's PayPal only policy and as stated allow direct deposit and other 
payments as a payment option if a seller chooses this option for their sales and a buyer 
a chooses to pay with what they feel comfortable paying with. At the end of the day 
it's the Sellers Business and the buyers choice. 

Regards, 
C J Simpson. 


